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Abstract

Scalable sensor simulation is an important yet challeng-

ing open problem for safety-critical domains such as self-

driving. Current works in image simulation either fail

to be photorealistic or do not model the 3D environment

and the dynamic objects within, losing high-level control

and physical realism. In this paper, we present GeoSim,

a geometry-aware image composition process which syn-

thesizes novel urban driving scenarios by augmenting ex-

isting images with dynamic objects extracted from other

scenes and rendered at novel poses. Towards this goal, we

first build a diverse bank of 3D objects with both realis-

tic geometry and appearance from sensor data. During

simulation, we perform a novel geometry-aware simulation-

by-composition procedure which 1) proposes plausible and

realistic object placements into a given scene, 2) renders

novel views of dynamic objects from the asset bank, and

3) composes and blends the rendered image segments. The

resulting synthetic images are realistic, traffic-aware, and

geometrically consistent, allowing our approach to scale

to complex use cases. We demonstrate two such impor-

tant applications: long-range realistic video simulation

across multiple camera sensors, and synthetic data gen-

eration for data augmentation on downstream segmentation

tasks. Please check https://tmux.top/publication/geosim/ for

high-resolution video results.

1. Introduction

Walking along an empty pavement on a silent Sunday

morning, one can easily fantasize how busy it could look dur-

ing rush hour on a weekday, or how a parked car might look

when driving on a different street. Humans are capable of

*Equal Contribution

recreating the experience of visually perceiving objects and

scenes to generate new visual data in their minds. Such an

ability allows us to formulate novel scenarios and synthesize

events in our heads without experiencing it directly.

Researchers have devoted significant effort towards en-

hancing computers with the capability of creating pictures by

replicating visual content [68]. This brings immense value

to many industries, such as film making, robot simulation,

augmented reality, and teleconferencing. In the literature,

two main paradigms exist: computer graphics approaches

and image editing methods. Computer graphics models the

image generation process with physics, by first creating a

virtual 3D world and then mimicking how light is transmitted

within the world to produce a realistic scene rendering.

To produce visually appealing results, physics-based

rendering requires a significant amount of computing re-

sources, costly manual asset creation, and physical modeling

[1]. Images produced by existing real-time rendering en-

gines [22, 53, 19], still have a significant realism gap, reduc-

ing their impact in robot simulation and data augmentation

for training. Data-driven image editing methods such as

image composition [38, 43, 16, 20, 5] and generative image

synthesis [72, 75, 71, 11, 35, 56] have received significant

attention over the past few years. They focus on pushing

realism through generative models trained from large-scale

visual data. However, most of the efforts do not correspond

to an underlying realistic 3D world, and as a consequence,

the generated 2D contents are not directly useful for applica-

tions such as 3D gaming and robot simulation.

In this paper, we propose GeoSim, a realistic image manip-

ulation framework that inserts dynamic objects into existing

videos. GeoSim exploits a combination of both data-driven

approaches and computer graphics to generate assets in-

expensively while maintaining high visual quality through

physically grounded simulation. In particular, by leveraging

low-cost bounding box annotations and sensor data captured
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Figure 1: Realistic video simulation via geometry-aware composition for self-driving. We proposed a novel data-driven

image manipulation approach that inserts dynamic objects into existing videos. Our resulting synthetic video footages are

highly realistic, layout-aware, and geometrically consistent, allowing image simulation to scale to complex use cases.

by a self-driving fleet driving around multiple U.S. cities,

GeoSim builds a fully-textured large-scale 3D assets bank.

While self-driving data is widely available [25, 9, 7, 64], it

is non-trivial to automatically build these assets due to the

sparsity of the 3D observations, occlusions, shadows, limited

viewpoints, and lighting changes. Our asset reconstruction is

robust to these challenges, as we ensure consistency across

multiple observations in time and learn a strong shape prior

to regularize our assets. GeoSim then exploits the 3D scene

layout (from high-definition (HD) maps and LiDAR data) to

add vehicles in plausible locations and make them behave

realistically by considering the full scene. Finally, using this

new 3D scene, GeoSim performs image-based rendering to

properly handle occlusions, and neural network-based image

in-painting to ensure the inserted object seamlessly blends

in by filling holes, adjusting color inconsistencies due to

lighting changes, and removing sharp boundaries.

Using GeoSim, our resulting synthetic images and video

footages are realistic, dynamically plausible, and geometri-

cally consistent. We showcase two important applications:

long-range realistic video simulation across multiple camera

sensors and synthetic labeled data generation for training

self-driving perception algorithms. Our approach outper-

forms prior work on both qualitative and quantitative realism

metrics. We also see significant gains on perception perfor-

mance when leveraging GeoSim images. These experiments

suggest the potential of GeoSim for a plethora of applica-

tions, such as realistic safety verification, data augmentation,

Sim2Real, augmented reality, and automatic video editing.

2. Related Work

Simulation for Robot Learning: Sensor simulation has

received wide attention in the literature [60, 19, 59, 2, 61,

62, 6, 17, 74, 41, 62, 47] for its applications in training and

evaluating robotic agents. Sensor simulation systems should

be efficient and scalable in order to enable such applications.

Many automatic approaches [61, 62, 17, 74, 41] have been

proposed to generate indoor environments. Unconstrained

outdoor scenes such as the urban driving setting tackled here

bring additional challenges due to the scale of the scene,

weather, lighting, presence of fast moving objects, and large

viewpoint changes arising from sensor motion. In the con-

text of autonomous driving, simulation engines [19, 60, 59]

based on rendered 3D models allow the combinatorial gen-

eration of scenarios with varying configurations of vehicle

attributes, traffic, and weather conditions. However, these

methods often have limited diversity in scene content due

to the manual design of 3D assets and still have a Real2Sim

gap. Data-driven sensor simulation offers a scalable alter-

native that can capture the complexity of the real world.

Many methods [46, 23, 67, 76, 4, 52] have been proposed

to directly leverage real-world data for sensor simulation

in the autonomous driving domain, typically by augment-

ing existing recorded data to generate corresponding sensor

measurements for novel scene configurations. However, pre-

vious works either focus on LiDAR [52, 23, 67], rely on

CAD model registration, constraining the set of dynamic ob-

jects that can be simulated [46], or require additional effort

to scale to high-resolution images [76]. In contrast, we com-

bine data-driven simulation techniques with the image-based

rendering techniques in simulation engines. This enables us

to construct a scalable, geometrically consistent, and realistic

camera simulation system.

Image Synthesis and Manipulation: Image synthesis

and manipulation methods offer another route to sensor sim-

ulation. Existing work mainly focused on generating 2D

images from intermediate representations including scene

graphs [35, 30], surface normal maps [72], semantic segmen-

tations [32, 82, 11, 71, 58, 56, 54], and images with different

styles [37]. These methods create high-resolution images but

with noticeable artifacts in texture and object shape. Rather

than generating the full image in one shot, [49, 29, 44] uti-

lize a conditional image generator for scene manipulation.

In particular, [49] proposed a spatial-transformer GAN that

overlays the target objects on top of existing scene layouts

by iteratively adjusting 2D affine transformations. [29] in-

troduced a hierarchical image generation pipeline that is

capable of inserting and removing one object at a time. This
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Figure 2: Realistic 3D assets creation. Left: multi-view multi-sensor reconstruction network; Right: 3D asset samples. For

each sample we show one of the source images and the 3D mesh.

improves realism, but using purely a network-based image

synthesis approach has difficulty handling complex physics

such as lighting changes. [5] attempts to combine data driven

approaches with graphics knowledge, using an image-based

neural renderer and image decomposition to improve the

synthetic result. Our work builds on this direction of leverag-

ing graphics with real world data. We perform image-based

rendering and neural in-painting to adjust for differences

between the original image and the image texture of the

inserted actor. Furthermore, GeoSim is 3D-layout-aware,

allowing for controllable and realistic scene modification.

Video Synthesis and Manipulation: Image simulation

alone is insufficient for generating new scenarios with realis-

tic video. One way prior works have extended image synthe-

sis approaches to video generation is by including the past

and adding regularization to ensure temporal consistency for

realistic object motion. Conditional video generation meth-

ods [70, 51, 8, 24] take sequential semantic masks, depth

maps or trajectory pose data as inputs, which can then be

semantically modified to generate the current video frame.

[21] performs 2D-aware image composition via generative

modeling of objects and learned dynamics. Automatic video

manipulation approaches [45, 31] insert foreground objects

or object videos into existing videos in a seamless manner.

Unlike most prior work, our image-composition approach is

3D-layout-aware and handles occlusions. Thus, by combin-

ing our image composition with automatic trajectory gener-

ation methods [63, 66], we easily extend to automatic and

scalable controllable video simulation with high realism.

3D Reconstruction and View Synthesis: Our neural

network-based 3D asset creation step reconstructs 3D shape

from camera imagery and LiDAR in order to synthesize

novel views of dynamic objects. View synthesis and 3D re-

construction are well-studied open problems [68], with vary-

ing approaches on the relationship between geometry and

appearance and possible geometric representations. Image-

based rendering methods [27] focus on combining 2D tex-

tures to directly render novel views. Appearance flow-based

approaches [81, 55, 65] seek to learn unconstrained pixel-

level displacements, whereas [13, 83] encode geometric in-

formation in latent representations and [36] takes advantage

of strong shape priors. Recently, advancements in differ-

entiable rendering [50, 39] and open-source libraries have

enabled classical graphics rendering to serve as an optimiz-

able module, allowing for better learning of 3D and visual

representations [12, 79].

3. Realistic 3D Assets Creation

In this paper we propose a novel image manipulation ap-

proach that inserts dynamic objects into an existing video

footage and generates a high-quality video of the augmented

scene that is geometrically and semantically consistent with

the scene. Key to the success of such an approach is the

availability of realistic 3D assets that contain accurate pose,

shape and texture. Here we argue that rather than using

artists to create these assets, we can leverage data captured

by self-driving vehicles to reconstruct the objects around us.

This is a much more scalable approach, as many self-driving

datasets are available [9, 64, 25], each containing many thou-

sands of unique assets that could potentially be reconstructed.

In Sec. 3.1 we first describe how we leverage both LiDAR

and camera sensor data from multiple viewpoints to gener-

ate realistic 3D vehicle assets using an asset reconstruction

network. Sec. 3.2 describes our self-supervised learning

procedure to train the network.

3.1. MultiSensor 3D Asset Reconstruction

Reconstructing 3D dynamic objects in the wild is chal-

lenging: dynamic objects are often partially observed due

to the sparsity of the sensor observations and occlusions,

they are seen from a limited set of viewpoints, and they ap-

pear distorted due to lighting and shadows. To tackle these

challenges, we propose a novel, learning-based, multi-view,

multi-sensor reconstruction approach for 3D dynamic ob-

jects that does not require any ground-truth 3D-shape for

training. Instead, we exploit weak annotations in the form

of 3D bounding boxes, which are readily available in most

self-driving datasets.

More formally, let {Bi,j}∀j be the set of 3D bound-

ing boxes where the i-th object is visible over j views in

the recorded snippet. Let {Ii,j}∀j be the associated set of

cropped images, and {Xi,j}∀j be the associated set of li-
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Figure 3: 3D-aware object placement, segment retrieval, and temporal simulation.

dar points recorded inside {Bi,j}, transformed to a single

canonical frame and let Xi be the set of aggregated LiDAR

points across all views. Our 3D reconstruction network then

processes the LiDAR points and image inputs in two streams

that are later fused to produce the shape of the object. We

refer the reader to Fig. 2 for an illustration. We represent

the shape as a 3D mesh Mi = {Vi,Fi} where Vi and

Fi are the faces and vertices of the mesh, respectively. In

addition, we also store {Ii,j ,Si,j}∀j to encode object appear-

ance, where Si,j is the extracted object’s silhouette obtained

from a pre-trained instance segmentation model [40]. We

use this later on to perform novel-view warping.

Network Architecture: Our backbone consists of two

submodules. A convolutional network takes each cropped

camera image as input and outputs a corresponding feature

map. The feature maps from multiple cameras are then aggre-

gated into a one-dimensional latent representation using max-

pooling. A similar latent representation is extracted from

the input LiDAR point cloud using a PointNet network [57].

The LiDAR and camera features are then passed through

an MLP to output the final shape. Instead of employing a

learned PCA shape space from CAD models to predict the

shape of cars [42], we take inspiration from [36] and param-

eterize the 3D shape as a category-specific canonical mean

shape with per-vertex deformations. This parameterization

encodes a categorical prior and ensures the completeness of

the shape under partial observations.

3.2. SelfSupervised Learning

Note that we do not have supervision about the shape.

We thus train our approach end-to-end in an self-supervised

manner to obtain the parameters of the reconstruction net-

work and the mean shape. Our training objective encodes

the agreement between the 3D shape and the camera and

LiDAR observations, as well as a regularization term.

ℓtotal =
∑

i

{ℓsil(Mi;Pi, Ii) + ℓlidar(Mi;Xi) + ℓreg(Mi)}

where i ranges over all the training objects. The silhouette

loss measures the consistency between the 2D silhouette

(automatically generated using the state-of-the-art object

segmentation method PointRend [40]) and the silhouette of

the rendered 3D shape.

ℓsil(Mi;Pi, Ii) =
∑

j

‖Si,j − τ(Mi,j,Pi,j)‖
2

2

where Si,j ∈ R
H×W is the 2D silhouette, j ranges over

multiple views, and τ(M,P) is a differentiable neural ren-

dering operator [12] that renders a differentiable mask on the

camera image given a projection matrix P. The LiDAR loss

represents the consistency between the accumulated LiDAR

point cloud and the mesh vertices, defined as the asymmetric

Chamfer distance

ℓlidar(Mi,Xi) =
∑

x∈Xi

min
v∈Vi

‖x− v‖2
2

In addition, we also minimize a set of regularizers to enforce

prior knowledge over the predicted 3D shape, namely local

smoothness on the vertices as well as normals. This includes

1) a Laplacian regularization which preserves local geometry

and prevents intersecting faces; 2) mesh normal regulariza-

tion which enforces smoothness of local surfaces; 3) edge

regularization which penalizes long edges. Please refer to

supp. material for details.

4. Geometry-Aware Image Simulation

Here we describe our image simulation by composition

approach that places novel objects into an existing 3D scene

and generates a high-quality video sequence of the composi-

tion. Our approach takes as input camera video footage,

LiDAR point clouds, and an HD map in the form of a

lane graph and automatically outputs a video with novel

objects inserted into the scene. Note that the input sensory

data and HD maps we employ are readily available in most

self-driving platforms, which are the application domain we

tackle in this paper. Importantly, our simulation takes into

account both geometric occlusions by other actors and the

background, plausibility of the locations and motions as well

as the interactions with other dynamic agents and thus avoids

collision for the newly inserted objects.

Towards this goal, we first infer the location of all objects

in the scene by performing 3D object detection and tracking

[48]. For each new object to be inserted we select where

to place it as well as which asset to use based on the HD
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map and the existing detected traffic. We then utilize an

intelligent traffic model for our newly placed object such

that its motion is realistic, takes into account the interactions

with other actors and avoids collision. The output of this

process defines the new scenario to be rendered. We then

use a novel-view rendering with 3D occlusion reasoning

w.r.t. all elements in the scene, to create the appearance of

the novel objects in the new image. Finally, we utilize a

neural network to fill in the boundary of the inserted objects,

create any missing texture and handle inconsistent lighting.

Fig. 1 outlines our approach.

4.1. Scenario Generation

We want to place new objects in existing images such that

they are plausible in terms of their scale, location, orientation

and motion. Towards this goal, we design a 3D sampling

procedure, which takes advantage of the priors we have about

how vehicles behave in our cities. Note that it is difficult to

achieve similar levels of realism with 2D object insertion.

We thus exploit HD maps that contain the location of the

lanes in bird’s eye view (BEV), and parameterize the object

placement as a tuple (x, y, θ) defining the object center and

orientation in BEV, which we later convert to a 6DoF pose

using the local ground elevation.

Note that our object samples should have realistic physi-

cal interactions with existing objects, respect the flow of traf-

fic, and be visible in the camera’s field of view. To achieve

this, we randomly sample a placement (x, y) from the lane

regions lying within the camera’s field of view and retrieve

the orientation from the lane. We reject all samples that

result in collision with other actors or background objects.

The aforementioned process provides the placement of the

object in the initial frame. To simulate plausible placements

over time for video simulation, we use the Intelligent Driver

Model (IDM) [63, 66] fitted to a kinematic model follow-

ing [26], to update the simulated object’s state for realistic

interactions with surrounding traffic. Fig. 3 depicts the full

procedure of placement and kinematics simulation.

So far we have selected where to place an object and how

is going to move, but we still need to select which object

to place. In order to minimize the artifacts when rendering

our assets, we propose to retrieve objects from the asset

bank that were viewed with similar viewpoints and distance

to the camera in the original footage. The former avoids

the need to deal with large unseen object regions while the

latter avoids utilizing assets that have been captured at lower

resolution. Please refer to the supp. for the specific scoring

criteria. Objects are then sampled (as opposed to a hard

max) according to a categorical distribution weighted by

their inverse score. Once a segment is retrieved for a desired

placement, we perform collision checking using the retrieved

object shape to ensure that the placement is valid.

4.2. OcclusionAware Neural Rendering

Now that we have selected a source object and its cor-

responding camera image based on the segment retrieval

mechanism defined above, we proceed to render this source

object into the target scene. Since the object’s target pose

might differ from the original observed poses, we cannot

simply paste the image segment from the source to the target.

Thus we proposed to utilize the asset’s 3D shape to warp the

source to the novel target view.

Novel-view Warping: Let M be the selected object’s 3D

mesh, Is be the source object’s camera image, and Ps/Pt

be the source/ target camera matrices. We first render Ms at

the selected target viewpoint to generate the corresponding

target depth map, Dt. Then using the rendered depth map

and source camera image Is, we generate the object’s 2D

texture map using the inverse warping operation [69, 33] as:

It = Is(π(π
−1(Dt,Pt),Ps)) , where Dt = ψ(M,Pt),

ψ is a differentiable neural renderer [12] that produces a

depth image given the 3D mesh M and camera matrix P; π
is the perspective projection and π−1 is the inverse projection

that takes the depth image and camera matrix as input and

outputs the 3D points.

Shadow Generation: Inserting an object into a scene will

not only change the pixels where the object is present, but can

also change the rest of the scene (i.e. shadows and ambient

occlusion). We improve the perceptual quality of the image

by approximating these effects with image based rendering.

While recent works [73, 78] learn shadow synthesis from

scene context with a neural network, we render shadows

with a graphics engine as geometry is available. To estimate

the shadow casted by each inserted object, we construct a

virtual scene with the inserted object and a ground plane and

exploit image-based rendering [18], where the environment

light comes from a real-world HDRI. We render the scene

with and without the inserted objects, and add the shadow

by blending in the background image intensities with the

ratio of the two rendered images intensities. As lighting

estimation by manually waving a shadow-casting stick [15]

is not applicable, we select a cloudy HDRI to cast shadows.

In practice, we find this produces reasonable results. Please

refer to the supp. for illustration.

Occlusion Reasoning: An inserted object must respect

occlusions from the existing scene elements. Vegetation,

fences, and other dynamic objects, for example, may have

irregular or thin boundaries, complicating occlusion reason-

ing. We employ a simple strategy to determine occlusions

of the inserted objects and their shadow in the target scene

by comparing their depth w.r.t the depth map of the existing

3D scene (see Fig. 4). To achieve this, we first estimate the

target image’s dense depth map through a depth completion
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Figure 4: Geometry-aware composition with occlusion reasoning followed by an image synthesis module.

network [14]. The input is the RGB image and a sparse

depth map acquired by projecting the LiDAR sweep onto the

image. Using the rendered depth of the object, the occlusion

mask is then computed by evaluating for each object pixel if

the target image’s depth is smaller than the corresponding

object pixel’s depth.

Post-Composition Synthesis: After occlusion reasoning,

the rendered image may still look unrealistic as the in-

serted segment may have inconsistent illumination and color-

balancing w.r.t the target scene, discrepancies at the bound-

aries, and missing regions that were not available in the

source view. To solve these issues, we leverage an image

synthesis network to naturally blend the source segment to

the target scene (see Fig. 4). Our network takes the target

background image Bt, rendered target object It as well as

the object binary silhouette St as input, and outputs the final

image that naturally composites the background and ren-

dered object. Our synthesis network architecture is similar

to [77], which is a generative image in-painting network

except that we take the rendered object mask as additional

input. Our network is trained using images with instance seg-

mentation masks inferred by [40] in the target scene. Data

augmentation, including random occlusion, color jittering,

random contrast and saturation is applied to mimic the dif-

ferences among real-world images. Two loss functions are

adopted, namely perceptual loss [34] to ensure the generated

output’s fidelity, as well as GAN loss to boost the realism

of the in-painted region as well as the lighting consistency.

Please refer to supp. for more details.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section we first introduce our experimental setting.

We then compare GeoSim against a comprehensive set of

image simulation baselines in visual realism through percep-

tual quality scores and human A/B tests, and in downstream

tasks such as semantic segmentation. We also showcase

our method generating multi-camera and temporally consis-

tent video simulation. While our method can be adapted to

handle most rigid objects, in our experiments we showcase

vehicles, the most relevant objects in self driving.

5.1. Experimental Details

We utilize two large-scale self-driving datasets (Urban-

Data and Argoverse [9]) to showcase GeoSim.

UrbanData: We collected a real-world dataset by having

a fleet of self-driving cars drive in two major cities in North

America. We labeled 16,500 snippets, where each snippet

contains 25 seconds (~250 frames, sampled at 10Hz) of

video with 7 cameras, a 64-beam LiDAR sensor, and HD

maps. We use 4500 for reconstruction and synthesis network

training, 7000 for depth completion training, and 5000 for

perceptual quality and downstream evaluation. Please see

supp. for the full breakdown.

Argoverse: We also evaluate on the Argoverse training

split which contains 65 snippets from 2 different cities. We

use the provided HD maps for vehicle placement. We di-

rectly adopt the 3D assets built from UrbanData, as Argo-

verse is too small for diverse asset creation. We train our

image synthesis network on Argoverse, where 80k frames

are sampled for training and 16k are sampled for evaluation.

Asset Bank Creation: We created automatically a large

object bank of ~ 8000 vehicles, from cameras, LiDAR data

and 3D bounding boxes using our 3D reconstruction network

on UrbanData. Each successfully reconstructed object is

registered in our 3D asset bank, with its 1) 3D mesh; 2)

images; and 3) object pose in ego-vehicle-centric coordinates.

We use a pre-trained instance segmentation to get the inferred

instance mask [40], a LiDAR detector [48] to acquire other

actors’ bounding boxes for collision avoidance (Sec. 4.1),

and a depth completion network [14] to get dense depth for

occlusion reasoning (Sec. 4.2).

Baselines: We compare our method against several deep

learning based end-to-end 2D image synthesis and augmen-

tation baselines [44, 71, 29, 56]. Unlike GeoSim, these

methods cannot perform placement directly and require an

input mask based on the object’s shape and pose that denotes

the area to synthesize. We therefore use [44] to insert object

instances at the semantic level in a background semantic im-

age. We then generate high resolution images from this aug-

mented scene representation with three different approaches:

(1) Holistic image generation ("SPADE”): we use the state-

of-the-art conditional image generation model SPADE [56]

to generate the entire image given the semantic mask. (2)

Retrieval-based generation ("Cut-Paste”): given the new

object’s 2D mask, we retrieve the most similar example from

a bank of 2D object images. The similarity is defined using
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of image simulation approaches.

Figure 6: Qualitative comparison of image simulation

approaches on Argoverse dataset.

semantic mask IOU. The rest of the background comes from

the corresponding real image; and (3) Guided semantic im-

age editing ("Guided-Editing”): we use [29] to in-paint the

tight bounding box region of the added object. Additionally,

we compare against a graphics-based CAD model insertion

baseline ("CAD”), in spirit of [3] with the following differ-

ences: 1) we use our 3D placement in order to produce more

realistic layout-aware insertion; 2) unlike the original work,

we do not have environment lighting maps and instead use a

HDRI captured on a cloudy day.

5.2. Perceptual Quality Evaluation

Human Study: To verify the realism of our approach, we

conduct a human A/B test, where we show a pair of images

generated from different approaches on the same background

image, one from GeoSim and another one from a competing

algorithm. We then ask the human judges to click the one

they believe is more realistic. In total, 13 human judges

participated and labeled ~ 1500 image pairs. Tab. 1 shows

the human preference score for each algorithm, which mea-

sures the percentage of participants who prefer our GeoSim

results over each baseline method. Results on Argoverse are

presented in Tab. 3. The A/B test confirms that our method

produces drastically more realistic images than the baselines.

The minimum p-value in the A/B test is 1.64e-18, demon-

strating statistical significance. Please see the detailed A/B

test interface and instructions in supp.

Perceptual Quality Score: We further use the Fréchet In-

ception Distance (FID) [28] between the synthesized images

and the ground-truth images as an automatic measure of im-

age quality. We report the FID on the full image for GeoSim

and the baselines in Tab. 1. Our method significantly outper-

forms all competing methods on FID.

Qualitative Comparison: Fig. 5 compares simulated im-

ages. Note that GeoSim is significantly more realistic than

the baselines. While one can easily and quickly detect the

added object in other methods due to unrealistic genera-

tion with smeared cars ("SPADE”, "Guided-Editing”), or

geometrically invalid results ("Cut-Paste”), or unrealistic

appearance ("CAD”), one must look closely at GeoSim im-

ages to distinguish the added objects from the real ones. In

Fig. 6, we show qualitative examples on Argoverse, where

GeoSim obtains very high visual quality. This demonstrates

GeoSim’s potential to generalize across datasets.

Effect of Rendering Approach: We evaluate the impor-

tance of using a hybrid rendering module proposed in our

method, compared to using solely physics-based rendering

or 2D synthesis with 3D placement constant across all ap-

proaches). As shown in Tab. 2, our proposed geometry-aware
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Method Human Score (%) FID

SPADE [56] 99.3 43.2

Guided Editing [29] 94.3 20.3

Cut-Paste [20] 98.5 22.1

CAD [2] 94.3 17.3

GeoSim - 14.3

Table 1: Perceptual quality evaluation. Human score: %

of participants who prefer our GeoSim results over baseline.

Approach Shadow Human Score (%) FID

Physics Yes 94.2 17.3

2D Synthesis - 75.7 13.7

Geo Synthesis No 71.9 13.7

Geo Synthesis Yes - 14.3

Table 2: Ablation on rendering options for GeoSim. Hu-

man score: % of participants who prefer our GeoSim results

over baseline.

Method Human Score (%) FID

CAD 84.0 28.3

GeoSim - 24.5

Table 3: Results on Argoverse. Human score: % of partici-

pants who prefer our GeoSim results over baseline.

synthesis significantly outperforms all other approaches on

human scores. Additionally, enhancing hybrid-rendering

with shadows significantly boosts the realism for humans,

but such improvements are not reflected in FID score. This

suggests there still exists a gap between computational per-

ceptual quality measurements and humans’ criteria. Please

see supp. for ablation of other GeoSim components.

Video Simulation: We showcase in the supp. video

GeoSim’s ability to simulate highly realistic and temporally

consistent video for multiple cameras.

Failure Cases: While most GeoSim-simulated images are

high-quality, there is room for improvement. We find four

major failure cases: (1) incorrect occlusion relationships in

a complex scene, (2) irregular reconstructed mesh, (3) in-

accurate object pose, usually caused by map error and (4)

illumination failure due to illumination differences between

rendered segment and target scene. Besides, we also notice

blank pixel artifacts in long range video simulation, which

are caused by inverse warping textures from source view-

points which are far from the target viewpoint. Please refer

to the supp. for qualitative examples.

5.3. Downstream Perception Task

We now investigate data augmentation, where we use

labeled real data combined with GeoSim to get performance

Method PSPNet [80] DeepLabv3 [10]

mIOU carIOU mIOU carIOU

Real 93.5 87.8 94.0 88.7

Real+GeoSim 95.3 91.2 94.2 89.2

Table 4: Sim2Real on semantic segmentation.

Background Augmented Augmented Label

Figure 7: GeoSim for data augmentation. Left: image

before augmentation. Middle: image after augmentation.

Right: augmented semantic annotation.

gains, without the cost of large scale annotations (as seen

in Fig. 7). We first train a segmentation model on labeled

real data with around 2000 images. We then use GeoSim

to augment these images with inserted vehicles, obtaining

9879 additional training examples in total. We re-train the

segmentation model on both real and augmented data for

the same number of iterations. We evaluate the performance

on real data and report the results on Tab. 4. With these

additional training images, we can further boost perception

performance by 3.4% (or 0.4% on DeepLabv3 [10]) for car

category and 1.8% (or 0.2% on DeepLabv3 [10]) for overall

mIOU on PSPNet [80]. Importantly we can show consistent

improvements across two segmentation models.

6. Conclusion

In this work we presented a novel geometry-guided sim-

ulation procedure for flexible generation and rendering of

synthetic scenes. Not only is our approach the first of its kind

to fully take into consideration physical realism for dynamic

object placement into images, it also bypasses the need for

manual 3D asset creation and achieves greater visual realism

than competing alternatives. Moreover, we demonstrated

improvements in downstream tasks through applications of

our technique to semantic segmentation. There are many

exciting follow-up directions opened up by this work such

as sim2real, autonomous system evaluation, video editing,

etc. and we look forward to future extensions of GEOSIM.
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